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Abstract This report constitutes an application of our
previous theoretical works on partitionings of the first-order
reduced density matrix according to the atomic domains
defined in the theory of atoms in molecules. The numeri-
cal determinations obtained reveal that the domain-restricted
reduced density matrices, which are the tools resulting from
the former treatments, are suitable devices to describe che-
mical features of molecular fragments. We have focused
attention on a study of functional groups in several series of
organic compounds confirming the usefulness of these tools.
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1 Introduction

In previous works [1–3] we have described partitionings of
the first-order reduced density matrix corresponding to an
N -electron system into first-order matrices which have been
associated with Bader atomic domains [4]. Our treatments
[2,3] have allowed us to study the mathematical features
of these matrices, denominated hereafter domain-restricted
first-order reduced density matrices [3] as well as to pro-
pose suitable procedures to extract the chemical informa-
tion of interest contained in these devices. Contrary to the
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first-order matrices arising from the previous decomposition
model [1], the domain-restricted first-order reduced density
matrices fulfill all the necessary and sufficient conditions to
be representative of a physical subsystem [5], such as a deter-
mined region within a molecule. Consequently, they turn out
to be appropriate tools to perform local analyses of the elec-
tron population. Determinations of atomic charges, covalent
bond indices, polarity of bondings, spatial localizations, etc.
have been carried out in a natural way within this framework
[3]. In addition to the domain-restricted first-order reduced
density matrices associated with a certain Bader region which
describes a single atom, it is also possible to construct this
kind of matrices over more complex regions as those formed
by a union of individual atomic regions which can be related
with chemically meaningful molecular fragments.

On the other hand, the concept of transferability in che-
mistry attemps to be a suitable entity to describe the intrin-
sic properties of some atomic associations called functional
groups. These atomic groups possess similar properties in
different environments or molecular frameworks and thus
we may talk about the transferability of functional groups
[6–11]. However, the transferability is not itself a physical
observable and thus it may not be described by an operator as
quantum theory requires. The indirect determination of the
transferability has been based on the invariance of the elec-
tron density in the domains defined by an atomic cluster or
group within different environments [12]. In this paper, we
attempt to give a detailed description of such invariance going
beyond the electron density itself using the domain-restricted
first-order reduced density matrices from which local des-
criptions of the density are obtained. As these matrices are
diagonalizable, they may be completely described by means
of their eigenvalues and eigenvectors and their invariance
induces the invariance of these local descriptions which thus
become nearly invariant for a determined functional group
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in different environments. Hence, this methodology ensures
not only the invariance of the local descriptions of the elec-
tron density themselves but also of the contributions to them,
i.e., the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the domain-restricted
first-order reduced density matrices. Consequently, the
domain-restricted first-order reduced density matrices are
appropriate entities to identify functional groups and to assess
from a rigorous physical point of view the intuitive concept of
transferability. The aim of this paper is therefore to study the
abilities of the domain-restricted first-order reduced density
matrices associated with unions of Bader regions to describe
functional groups and the changes that they undergo by the
influence of other groups.

The paper is organized as follows. The Sect. 2 summarizes
the theoretical aspects of the partitioning of the N -electron
first-order reduced density matrix in terms of domain-
restricted reduced density matrices. The relationships bet-
ween these tools and the sets of atoms which constitute the
functional groups are also described in this section. In Sect. 3,
we report the computational details, the results obtained in
selected systems and the corresponding discussion. Finally,
we have dedicated the last section to point out the remarks
and conclusions of this work.

2 Theoretical background

We will express the N -electron first-order reduced density
matrix, �(x, x ′), in terms of its orthonormal natural spin-
orbitals,ψi (x), and their corresponding occupation numbers,
ni , [13]

�(x, x ′) =
∑

i

ni ψ
∗
i (x)ψi (x

′), (1)

where x, x ′ stand for the space and spin coordinates.
We will perform a linear transformation

φi (x) =
∑

j

Ci jψ j (x), (2)

so that the first-order reduced density matrix remains unchan-
ged (an isopycnic transformation [14]) that is

�(x, x ′) =
∑

i

νi φ
∗
i (x)φi (x

′), (3)

where νi are the occupation numbers of the functions φi ful-
filling

νi =
∑

j

n j U∗
i j Ui j (4)

Ci j = Ui j (n j/νi )
1/2 (5)

with 0 ≤ νi ≤ 1 and where Ui j are the matrix elements of a
unitary matrix.

Cioslowski has proposed to accomplish this isopycnic
transformation finding a set of coefficients C which maxi-
mize the localization index [14,15]

L =
∑

i

∑

klmn

ν2
i C∗

ikCilC
∗
imCin

∑

�

〈ψk |ψl〉�〈ψm |ψn〉� (6)

in which 〈ψk |ψl〉� and 〈ψm |ψn〉� are overlap integrals over
the Bader atomic domains �. Although the resulting spin-
orbitals, φi , obtained with this procedure are in general not
orthonormal [16], they do indeed have many attributes
usually associated with chemical concepts (appropriate loca-
lization in space, high transferability, etc.) [17,18] so that
they can be regarded as the theoretical counterparts of the
classical chemical pictures such as bonds, non-bonding elec-
tron pairs, core orbitals, valences and so forth, as has been
shown in Ref. [19].

In Ref. [3], we have described the partitioning of the
first-order reduced density matrix expressed by formula (3)
into domain-restricted first-order reduced density matrices
��(x, x ′) as

�(x, x ′) =
∑

�

��(x, x ′) =
∑

�

∑

i

νi (�) φ
∗
i (x)φi (x

′)

(7)

where νi (�) = νi 〈φi |φi 〉� stands for occupation num-
bers for each �� and the integrals 〈φi |φi 〉� are again defi-
ned over the Bader domains �, satisfying the relationships
0 ≤ 〈φi |φi 〉� ≤ 1 and

∑
� 〈φi |φi 〉� = 1.

We have shown [3,5] that the domain-restricted first-order
reduced density matrices ��(x, x ′) constitute first-order
reduced density matrices associated with the domains�. All
these matrices diagonalize in identical basis set {φi } and pos-
sess similar features to those of the ordinary reduced density
matrix [20–23]: each matrix is Hermitian and its trace, given
by N� = ∑

i νi (�), is the Bader charge: the number of
electrons within the domain �. Moreover, the occupation
numbers νi (�) of the nonorthogonal localized spin-orbitals
φi fulfill 0 ≤ νi (�) ≤ 1. All these properties allow us to
identify the diagonal elements of each one of the ��(x, x ′)
matrices as electron densities associated with the domains�

ρ�(x) = ��(x, x) =
∑

i

νi (�) φ
∗
i (x)φi (x) (8)

which, although being maximally localized within the asso-
ciated domains and falling off quickly due to the localized
character of the expansion functions, have infinite extents and
non-vanishing overlaps. Moreover, these densities are non-
negative, integrate to the total number of electrons within the
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domain �, and satisfy

ρ(x) =
∑

�

ρ�(x) (9)

where ρ(x) is the electron density of the system.

The domain-restricted first-order reduced density can be
extented to unions between Bader regions ∪A�A, that is,

�(∪A�A)(x, x ′) =
∑

i

νi (∪A�A) φ
∗
i (x)φi (x

′) (10)

Table 1 Calculated eigenvalues
νi (�) (electronic populations),
degeneracies and assigned
eigenvectors of localized
first-order reduced density
matrices associated with methyl
group region for several
molecular systems in the CISD
treatment using the 6-31G(d,p)
basis set

System Fragment (�) N� νi (�) Degeneracy Assignment

CH4 CH3 8.961 2.000 1 1sC

(methane) 1.952 3 σCH (inner H)

1.004 1 σCH (outer H)

CH3F CH3 8.317 2.000 1 1sC

(fluoromethane) 1.933 3 σCH

0.353 1 σCF

CH3OH CH3 8.424 2.000 1 1sC

(methanol) 1.935 2 σCH

1.930 1 σCH

0.446 1 σCO

CH3NH2 CH3 8.639 2.000 1 1sC

(methylamine) 1.936 2 σCH

1.942 1 σCH

0.638 1 σCN

CH3CH3 CH3 8.999 2.000 1 1sC

(ethane) 1.946 3 σCH

0.985 1 σCC

CH3CH2F CH3 8.947 2.000 1 1sC

(fluoroethane) 1.944 2 σCH

1.942 1 σCH

0.959 1 σCC

CH3CH2OH CH3 8.956 2.000 1 1sC

(ethanol) 1.944 2 σCH

1.943 1 σCH

0.962 1 σCC

CH3CH2NH2 CH3 9.034 2.000 1 1sC

(ethylamine) 1.946 2 σCH

1.947 1 σCH

1.014 1 σCC

CH3CHO CH3 8.927 2.000 1 1sC

(acetaldehyde) 1.935 2 σCH

1.944 1 σCH

0.952 1 σCC

CH3CH2CH3 CH3 9.014 2.000 1 1sC

(propane) 1.946 2 σCH

1.948 1 σCH

0.998 1 σCC

CH3CH2CHO CH3 8.941 2.000 1 1sC

(propanal) 1.945 2 σCH

1.947 1 σCH

0.942 1 σCC
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where

νi (∪A�A) =
∑

�A

′
νi 〈φi |φi 〉�A (11)

and the sum
∑′
�A

is restricted to the �A regions that are
included in the union set ∪A�A. Obviously, if ∪A�A is the
whole space �(∪A�A)(x, x ′) = �(x, x ′) and N(∪A�A) = N .
Similar considerations deserve the associated electron den-
sities. These properties allow one to relate chemically mea-
ningful molecular fragments, like atoms, functional groups,
etc. with the tools��(x, x ′) and�(∪A�A)(x, x ′). As has been
mentioned in Sect. 1, the aim of this paper is to study the
abilities of the domain-restricted first-order reduced density
matrices associated with unions of Bader regions, �(∪A�A)

(x, x ′), to describe functional groups. In the following sec-
tion, we report results arising from this treatment.

3 Results and dicussion

We have chosen several series of selected systems in the
ground state in which the presence and significance of deter-
mined groups of atoms is well known. For practical reasons

the calculations reported in the present work have been car-
ried out in the spin-free formulation [2,3]. These calculations
were performed at the level of configuration-interaction (CI)
wave functions with single and double excitations (CISD),
using a modified version of the GAUSSIAN03 package [24]
which generated the spin-free first-order reduced density
matrices while the Bader integrals, 〈ψi |ψ j 〉�, were obtained
from both GAUSSIAN03 and PROAIM [25] programs. The
localized orbitals φi , the integrals 〈φi |φi 〉� and the
occupation numbers νi (�), were calculated using our own
codes, which are available upon request. The reported results
have been obtained with the basis sets 6-31G(d,p). For all
systems, the geometries were optimized for the correspon-
ding basis sets at CISD level of approximation.

Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 collect the values calculated for the
non-negligible (> 10−2) electronic populations νi (�) and
the Bader charge N� (where all populations have been taken
into account) for the groups –CH3, –CH2−, –OH, –NH2 and
–CO–, respectively. These tables also report the degeneracy
of the values νi (�) and the assignments of the correspon-
ding eigenvectors which turn out to be in complete accor-
dance with the genuine chemical knowledge of these groups.
Additionally to the information contained in the tables, we
also present the density plots for these groups within different

Table 2 Calculated eigenvalues
νi (�) (electronic populations),
degeneracies and assigned
eigenvectors of localized
first-order reduced density
matrices associated with
methylene group region for
several molecular systems in the
CISD treatment using the
6-31G(d,p) basis set

System Fragment (�) N� νi (�) Degeneracy Assignment

CH4 CH2 7.922 2.000 1 1sC

(methane) 1.933 2 σCH (inner H)

0.985 2 σCH (outer H)

CH3CH2F CH2 7.359 2.000 1 1sC

(fluoroethane) 1.910 2 σCH

0.980 1 σCC

0.336 1 σCF

CH3CH2OH CH2 7.448 2.000 1 1sC

(ethanol) 1.911 2 σCH

0.973 1 σCC

0.424 1 σCO

CH3CH2NH2 CH2 7.581 2.000 1 1sC

(ethylamine) 1.909 2 σCH

0.933 1 σCC

0.601 1 σCN

CH3CH2CH3 CH2 7.966 2.000 1 1sC

(propane) 1.920 2 σCH

0.953 2 σCC

CH3CH2C′HO CH2 7.963 2.000 1 1sC

(propanal) 1.909 2 σCH

0.920 1 σCC′

1.009 1 σCC
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Table 3 Calculated eigenvalues
νi (�) (electronic populations),
degeneracies and assigned
eigenvectors of localized
first-order reduced density
matrices associated with
hydroxyl group region for
several molecular systems in the
CISD treatment using the
6-31G(d,p) basis set

System Fragment (�) N� νi (�) Degeneracy Assignment

H2 O OH 9.574 2.000 1 1sO

(water) 1.963 2 σ -lone pair;

σOH (inner H)

1.979 1 π -lone pair

1.581 1 σOH (outer H)

CH3OH OH 9.576 2.000 1 1sO

(methanol) 1.972 1 σ -lone pair

1.949 1 σOH

1.928 1 π -lone pair

1.521 1 σCO

CH3CH2OH OH 9.592 2.000 1 1sO

(ethanol) 1.970 1 σ -lone pair

1.949 1 σOH

1.928 1 π -lone pair

1.535 1 σCO

C6H5OH OH 9.621 2.000 1 1sO

(phenol) 1.974 1 σ -lone pair

1.952 1 σOH

1.894 1 π -lone pair

1.587 1 σCO

Table 4 Calculated eigenvalues
νi (�) (electronic populations),
degeneracies and assigned
eigenvectors of localized
first-order reduced density
matrices associated with amine
group region for several
molecular systems in the CISD
treatment using the 6-31G(d,p)
basis set

System Fragment (�) N� νi (�) Degeneracy Assignment

NH3 NH2 9.337 2.000 1 1sN

(ammonia) 1.960 1 lone pair

1.958 2 σNH (inner H)

1.364 1 σNH (outer H)

NH2NH2 NH2 9.000 2.000 1 1sN

(hydrazine) 1.932 1 lone pair

1.947 2 σNH

0.983 1 σNN

CH3NH2 NH2 9.360 2.000 1 1sN

(methylamine) 1.937 1 lone pair

1.948 2 σNH

1.329 1 σNC

CH3CH2NH2 NH2 9.380 2.000 1 1sN

(ethylamine) 1.935 1 lone pair

1.947 2 σNH

1.349 1 σNC

C6H5NH2 NH2 9.492 2.000 1 1sN

(aniline) 1.846 1 lone pair

1.958 2 σNH

1.511 1 σNC

compounds, in order to graphically show slight deformations
of the electron clouds associated with them. Although the
tables only show non-negligible eigenvalues, all the eigen-

values, even the negligible ones (whose cardinality is high),
have been taken into account for the determination of the
maps.
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Table 5 Calculated eigenvalues
νi (�) (electronic populations),
degeneracies and assigned
eigenvectors of localized
first-order reduced density
matrices associated with
carbonyl group region for
several molecular systems in the
CISD treatment using the
6-31G(d,p) basis set

System Fragment (�) N� νi (�) Degeneracy Assignment

CH2O CO 13.963 2.000 2 1sC; 1sO

(formaldehyde) 1.984 1 σO-lone pair

1.007 2 σCH

1.944 1 πO-lone pair

1.959 1 σCO

1.912 1 πCO

CH3CHO CO 14.039 2.000 2 1sC; 1sO

(acetaldehyde) 1.985 1 σO-lone pair

0.986 1 σCH

1.006 1 σCC

1.942 1 πO-lone pair

1.960 1 σCO

1.916 1 πCO

CH3CH2CHO CO 14.055 2.000 2 1sC; 1sO

(propanal) 1.986 1 σO-lone pair

0.983 1 σCH

1.021 1 σCC

1.936 1 πO-lone pair

1.962 1 σCO

1.921 1 πCO

CH3COCH3 CO 14.108 2.000 2 1sC; 1sO

(acetone) 1.986 1 σO -lone pair

0.992 2 σCC

1.941 1 πO-lone pair

1.961 1 σCO

1.915 1 πCO

Table 1 shows the features of methyl group which is descri-
bed by three σC−H bonds with similar electronic populations
which lie among 1.952, in the CH4 molecule, and 1.930 or
1.933, in the CH3OH and CH3F ones, respectively. All these
bonds can be regarded as threefold degenerate ones since the
small differences of population between them are negligible.
In relation to the bond σCH3−X (X = H,F,OH,NH2 . . .) the
found populations describe appropriately the polarity of that
bond; as can be observed the lowest population values are
0.353, 0.446 and 0.638, in the CH3F, CH3OH and CH3NH2

molecules, increasing in the remainder systems which are
constituted by bonds σC−C or σC−H (in the CH4 case). These
predictions agree with the classical knowledge of these mole-
cules. These results are graphically confirmed in the density
maps of CH3 group shown in Fig. 1a–d. Note that, irre-
spective of the environment in which the methyl group is
immersed, its electron cloud is only sligthly distorted as
expected for a functional group. It must be noted that, due
to the nearly invariance of the electronic populations νi (�)

and the corresponding eigenvectors, these quantities can be
used as local quantum descriptors of funtional groups [12].

Therefore, our treatment of domain-restricted first-order
reduced density matrices allows one to know which atoms
constitute a functional group. Table 2 describes the features
of the methylene group which is present in some of the com-
pounds reported in the previous table. As can be observed,
the double degeneracy predicted for theσC−H bonds turns out
to be perfect in all the systems, and the decreasing of pola-
rity of the bonds σCH2−X (X = F,OH,NH2,CH3) produ-
ces an increasing of the corresponding electronic populations
νi (CH2). A comparison between the populations of the bonds
σC−H in the compounds CH3CH2C′HO and CH3CH2CH3

shows a lower value of population in the bond σC−C′ (0.920)
than in the bond σC−H (1.009 and 0.953) which can be explai-
ned in terms of the polarity of the carbonyl group. Figure 2a–c
show the density maps of the electron cloud for that group in
CH4, CH3CH2F and CH3CH2CH3 systems respectively. As
in the previous case the invariance of the electron cloud may
clearly be observed.

In Table 3, we report the results corresponding to the
hydroxyl group present in several systems of different che-
mical nature. We must highlight the similar numerical values
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1 Contour maps of the electron density for the CH3 domain in
different environments: a CH4, b CH3F, c CH3OH and d C2H6. The
outer contour value is 0.001 a.u. and the remaining contours increase
in value in the order 2 × 10n , 4 × 10n , 8 × 10n a.u., with n beginning at
−3 and increasing in steps of unity. The same contours are used in all
density maps

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 2 Contour maps of the electron density for the CH2 domain in
different environments: a CH4, b CH3CH2F and c CH3CH2CH3

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3 Contour maps of the electron density for the OH domain in dif-
ferent environments: a H2O, b CH3OH, c CH3CH2OH and d C6H5OH

obtained for the two described alcohols which only show a
slight difference in the population of the bond σCO (1.521 in
the methanol and 1.535 in the ethanol) which agrees with the
similar chemical environment supported by the OH group
in these compounds. This population only increases up to
1.587 in the phenol although the chemical behaviour of this
molecule is markedly different. The values found for the
water molecule, as expected, are more different. Figure 3a–d
show the density maps of these domains. As can be seen,
the different nature of the compounds studied points out a
small distortion of the electron cloud remaining the same
shape of group. The results obtained for the –NH2 group
are reported in Table 4 which shows quite similar values
of ν(NH2) for the bonds σN−H in the hydrazine (1.947),
methylamine (1.948) and ethylamine (1.947) while this quan-
tity is slightly higher in the ammonia (1.958) and aniline
(1.958). These results confirm that this methodology also
describes the NH2 group as an own entity. In relation with the
bond σNH2−−X (X = H,NH2,CH3,C6H5) the main diffe-
rences are found in the aniline (1.511) and hydrazine (0.983);
in this last case this theory predicts a single nonpolar N–N
bond as expected. Similar comments to those reported in pre-
vious cases may be done for the density maps of this group
which are shown in Fig. 4a–d. The results in Table 5 des-
cribe the features of the carbonyl group in a satisfactory way.
The values of ν(CO) quantity are very close for the bonds
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4 Contour maps of the electron density for the NH2 domain in
different environments: a NH3, b NH2NH2 in the plane of the domain,
c NH2NH2 in the plane NNH and d C6H5NH2

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Contour maps of the electron density for the CO domain in
different environments: a CH2O and b CH3COCH3

σCO and πCO as well as for the σO-lone pair and πO-lone
pair in all aldehydes and the ketone studied. The electro-
nic populations for the bonds C–C or C–H (in the case of
the aldehydes) show that the carbonyl group, as expected, is
bonded with the molecular remainder through single bonds.
Figure 5a–b show the strong localizability of the electrons of
this group.

In view of the results found we may remark that the regions
associated with atoms forming a functional group and with
their environments can clearly be detected throughout the
domain-restricted density maps. The group electron density

remains nearly invariant in the domain in which it is defined,
as expected in the classical concept of transferability. As can
be observed on the maps, the shape of each group is similar in
the different environments and only shows distortions in the
spatial zones corresponding to the bonds that link the group
with its environment. These results are in excellent agreement
to the numerical values of the quantities chosen (electronic
populations and degeneracies) to describe the groups with
chemical meaning and their transferability (see tables). The
numerical determinations of the populations and degenera-
cies and the assignment of orbitals can be interpreted in terms
of the invariance of the character of the inner structure of each
group; the only differences are found for the population of the
broken bonds between the group and the environment. These
considerations indicate the strong physical localization of the
electron density in the domain defining the group.

4 Concluding remarks

In conclusion, in this work we have applied the domain-
restricted first-order reduced density matrices associated with
unions of Bader’s regions, to describe molecular fragments
with chemical meaning. As these matrices fulfill all the con-
ditions to be representative of physical subsystems, they are
appropriate tools to perform this task. The results obtai-
ned in several series of compounds show their suitability
to describe the main characteristics of functional groups.
The numerical determinations provide nearly invariant fea-
tures for these atomic groups within different compounds,
although this methodology also allows one to detect the influ-
ence of the chemical environment around a determined func-
tional group. These results and properties indicate that the
domain-restricted reduced density matrices are adequate
devices to represent functional groups and to formulate their
transferability.

Finally, we must highlight that this methodology is inde-
pendent of the quality of the wave function used to derive
the first-order reduced density matrix, i.e., it is valid for
both independent and interacting particle systems and for
variational (Hartree-Fock, configuration-interaction or mul-
ticonfigurational) and diagrammatic (coupled cluster) wave
functions. Moreover, any general partitioning of the three-
dimensional space into overlaping domains (as those of
“fuzzy atoms” type) or non-overlaping domains (as those of
Bader or electron localization function type) may be used for
its implementation. We are currently working in our labora-
tories in reverse way, that is, describing molecular properties
by addition of individual atoms and functional groups des-
cribed by this kind of quantities.
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